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On Sharks & Humanity Brings Us Eye To Eye With Sharks - Parkview Arts Action 
contemporary art exhibition to open at the Ekaterina Cultural Foundation in 
Moscow on 28 May 2015

Beijing, China (26 March 2015) - Today, Parkview Arts Action, an arts organisation 
founded by the Parkview Group, announces that On Sharks & Humanity will be exhibited 
at the Ekaterina Cultural Foundation in Moscow from 28 May 2015. The first exhibition in 
Parkview Arts Action programme of biannual touring exhibitions features works by 
Chinese and international contemporary artists and promotes awareness of shark 
conservation issues.

On Sharks & Humanity was created by Parkview Arts Action in collaboration with its 
international musuem and art galleries and the international non-profit organisation 
WildAid. It was previously exhibited at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco from June 
2014 to March 2015 and attracted close to 500,000 visitors in nine months. After the 
second international showing in Moscow, the exhibition will come back to Beijing at the 
National Museum of China, where it will exhibit from 20 August to 20 September 2015.
  
For the second leg of the exhibition’s tour, On Sharks & Humanity will bring together works 
by twenty contemporary artists spanning China, Russia, Monaco and the USA. Through 
interdisciplinary art mediums, including installation, painting, sculpture, video, 
photography, poetry and documentary films, they will collectively explore our charged 
relationship with this important player in the marine world. The exhibition challenges 
prevailing prejudices surrounding the sharks and showcases the importance of shark 
conservation and the crucial role they play in the marine eco system.  It also aims to raise 
awareness of the negative impact of unsustainable fishing on the environment.  

Parkview Arts Action is founded on the belief that artists can play a significant role in 
instigating societal change. George Wong, Parkview Arts Action Founder and Hong Kong 
Parkview Group Executive Chairman stated: ‘This is a serious environmental issue that 
affects us all. Shark preservation is undoubtedly critical. Declining shark numbers pose 
a fundamental threat to the health of the world’s oceans. Through the support of these 
talented contemporary artists, On Sharks & Humanity can inform and confront audiences 
in ways that strike more directly into the human psyche than the more abstract language 
of scientific debate.’ 

PRESS 
RELEASE
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The Ekaterina Cultural Foundation was established in 2002 as a non-commercial 
organisation in the heart of Moscow. Vladimir and Ekaterina Semenikhin, the founders, 
said ‘On Sharks & Humanity is the Foundation’s first exhibition that will feature works by 
contemporary Chinese artists. It has been prepared in partnership with Parkview Arts 
Action, an organisation that promotes the conservation and protection of the environment 
through its art exhibitions. On Sharks & Humanity has recently toured in Monaco with 
much success and the Ekaterina Cultural Foundation now has the pleasure of hosting it 
in its exhibition space in Moscow. We hope that the exhibition will introduce the Russian 
public to the current trends in contemporary Chinese art and also draw the public’s 
attention to the problems of environmental sustainability.’ 

On Sharks & Humanity is supported by the leading international non-profit organisation 
WildAid, whose mission is to end illegal wildlife trade and reduce the demand for wildlife 
products, such as shark fin. WildAid works to measurably raise awareness and concern 
about the impact of the consumption of shark fin soup on shark populations and marine 
biodiversity. Through its public awareness campaign ‘Say No to Shark Fin’ featuring 
prominent global celebrities and personalities and in combination with Chinese 
government bans at official events, WildAid has contributed to a reported 50% decrease 
in China’s shark fin consumption. ‘This exhibit is a needed action to inform viewers about 
the shark fin trade, which threatens some species of sharks by driving overfishing’ said 
Peter Knights, WildAid’s Executive Director. ‘The only long term solution is to reduce the 
demand. By providing an outlet for China’s respected public personalities, such as Yao 
Ming and Jackie Chan, business leaders and the government can change what is socially 
acceptable.’

For details please see website: www.parkviewartsaction.com

Asia and China 

hwa@parkviewartsaction.com
Europe and International 

nina@parkviewartsaction.com
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GEORGE WONG

Parkview Group has supported Chinese artists for the past 50 years and Chinese 
contemporary artists for over 20 years.  Parkview Arts Action was set up as a natural 
extension of Parkview’s support and patronage of arts and its commitment to improving 
the environmental sustainability across its commercial ventures. 

Parkview’s art collection includes the largest Dali collection outside Spain, numerous 
works by western masters, an invaluable collection of Chinese imperial stone Buddhist 
carvings and a considerable collection of over 10,000 contemporary Chinese art works. 
The collection has grown in scale and prestige under the leadership of George Wong, 
the eldest brother and an Honorary Professor of the Nanjing University of the Arts. 

Mr Wong’s position as a knowledgeable patron and foremost collector of Chinese 
contemporary art has led to his appointment as Research Fellow by the National Museum 
of China to build its first collection of contemporary Chinese art. 

Parkview Arts Action Founder
Hong Kong Parkview Group Limited Executive Chairman
Research Fellow of National Museum of China

VLADIMIR & 
EKATERINA
SEMENIKHIN

Vladimir Semenikhin the founder of Stroyteks group of companies started collecting art 
with his wife Ekaterina in 1995. This lead to the establishment of the Ekaterina Cultural 
Foundation in 2002. The main purpose of Foundation is to support and promote 20th 
century Russian art.  Their personal art collection formed the basis of the Foundation’s 
exhibition activity. A number of exhibitions were organised by the Foundation both in their 
gallery space and large state museums.  To date, the Foundation has published more 
than 20 art books.

Ekaterina Cultural Foundation Founders
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HUANG DU

Huang Du is an independent curator based in Beijing. He has published numerous critical 
articles and essays on contemporary art for magazines and catalogues internationally, 
and from 1988 to 2001 worked as an editor for Fine Arts (Mei Shu) Magazine. 

His major curatorial projects include Art Advisor to the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennale 2012 
with Hans Ulrich Obrist, curator for the China  Pavilion of the 26th Sao Paulo Biennale, Sao 
Paulo, 2004,  assistant curator for China Pavilion of the 50th Venice Biennale, 2003, co-
curator of the 6th Shanghai Biennale 2006, curator for Jannis Kounellis: Translating China 
(2011, Beijing) and curator of Image Anxiety, PhotoEspana 2012 (Madrid).  

As a speaker and jury member, he is invited to participate in many important international 
art symposiums and art awards including the Chinese Contemporary Art Award, Credit 
Suisse Today Art Award 2010-2012 and Nissan Art Award 2013.

Born in Shaanxi Province, China in 1965, Huang Du graduated in History of Art at Central 
Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) in Beijing in 1988. During 1991 and 1992, he studied 
History of Art in Bologna University, Italy. In 2004 he received his Ph. D in Science of Fine 
Arts from CAFA, Beijing, China, and went on to complete his Post-Ph. D research in 
Academy of Fine Arts of Tsinghua University, Beijing, China in 2006.

On Sharks & Humanity Curator

MAY MEI

May Mei is a 10 year veteran in managing and operating international non-profit 
organisations. In 2004, she founded the WildAid China office serving as the China Chief 
Representative. WildAid China under her leadership has successfully launched numerous
influential awareness campaigns on endangered wildlife protection and climate change. 

Some of WildAid’s best-known campaigns include “Say No to Shark Fin”, the 2008 
Olympic Gold Medalist promotion series and public messaging on protecting tigers. 
Under her leadership, WildAid secured more than RMB 700 million in pro bono media 
assets to broadcast its public service advertisements. She has experience at many 
leading television stations in both the US and China including CCTV and Hunan TV as well 
as time in the TV industry as a director and producer for 8 different network programs. She 
has participated in the production of more than 500 TV episodes and received numerous 
awards for her work.

WildAid China Chief Representative
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EXHIBITION 
INTRODUCTION By Huang Du

On Sharks & Humanity was created by Parkview Arts Action in collaboration with its 
museum and gallery partners and the non-governmental organisation WildAid. The 
exhibition uses art to analyse and challenge our perceptions of sharks and address issues 
related to shark conservation. These issues include the continued consumption of shark 
fin, general problems with overfishing and a need to protect the marine ecosystem.

The exhibition was first displayed at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco from 8 June 
2014 to 8 March 2015. It will next be shown at the Ekaterina Cultural Foundation in 
Moscow from 28 May to 30 June 2015, before finally being exhibited at the National 
Museum of China in Beijing from 20 August to 20 September 2015. Artists, philanthropists, 
poets, athletes and actors have all participated in this multi-disciplinary art project, which 
explores the relationship between sharks and humanity and addresses the issue of shark 
conservation. This unique exhibition tackles a diverse range of shark-related social, 
cultural and political matters, with contributing artists from China, Russia, Monaco, 
Germany, Spain, Austria and the United States. Through a variety of exhibits, which 
include installation art, painting, sculpture, photography, performance art, poetry, video, 
documentary film and public advertisements, On Sharks & Humanity inspires viewers to 
take action and preserve marine life.

The conceptual approach of the exhibition echoes the idea of ‘Social Sculpture’ or of art’s 
potential to transform society explored by Joseph Beuys: in this case by having for its aim 
the common goal of shark conservation. The aim is to provide a vivid representation of the 
relationship between sharks and humans through a range of media. The works reflect the 
creativity, opinion and social responsibility of exhibition participants, often through irony 
and critique of man’s greed and cruelty. It also encourages viewers to overcome a fear 
of the “unknown”, arising from a lack of knowledge and understanding of this mysterious 
creature and the crucial role it plays in the marine ecosystem. In doing so, it forces the 
audience to turn from apathy and take action.
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PARKVIEW ARTS ACTION
Art, Culture, Environment and Education

Parkview Arts Action is an arts organisation that aims to harness the transformative power 
of art to raise awareness of critical environmental issues and inspire change among 
global communities. We are dedicated to providing a platform for emerging artists to 
address pressing environmental issues. Our ambition is to support and encourage debate 
between arts, business and scientific communities, advocacy organisations and the 
public around environmental sustainability. Parkview Arts Action was set up by Parkview 
Group. This organisation is a natural extension of Parkview’s commitment to improving 
environmental sustainability across its commercial ventures and its support and 
patronage of arts.

On Sharks & Humanity is the first in Parkview Arts Action programme of biannual touring
exhibitions addressing urgent environmental issues. Staged in conjunction with our 
international museum and gallery partners, each exhibition will tour to two international 
venues before their final showing in Beijing.  On Sharks & Humanity opened at the 
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco in June 2014 and will be moving to the Ekaterina 
Cultural Foundation in Moscow in May 2015, before returning to Beijing at the National 
Museum of China in August 2015.

Parkview’s most recent project, Parkview Green FangCaoDi in Beijing, is the first mixed 
use commercial development in China to be certified LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) Platinum, the highest award in the Green Building Rating System. 
This certification is one of many environmental awards bestowed on the Parkview Green 
development since opening in 2012. At Parkview Green the office, conference, retail, 
leisure, hospitality and art buildings are not cold and impregnable, but breathing, organic
life forms. A great deal of thought has been given to the quality of life and wellbeing of
users and environmental sustainability. Environmental innovation not only delivers a more
efficient design, but also dramatically enhances the human experience of using the 
space, making it a potent symbol of a new way of thinking in urban development and 
green architecture. 

Parkview has supported Chinese art for the past 50 years and Chinese contemporary 
artists for over 20 years. Its art collection includes the largest Dali collection outside 
Spain, numerous artworks by western masters, an invaluable collection of imperial 
Chinese stone Buddhist carvings and a substantial collection of contemporary Chinese 
art amounting to over 10,000 works. The collection has grown in scale and prestige under 
the leadership of George Wong, the eldest brother and Honorary Professor of the Nanjing 
University of the Arts. His position as a knowledgeable patron and foremost collector of 
Chinese contemporary art has led to his appointment as Research Fellow by the National 
Museum of China to build its first collection of contemporary Chinese art.

For more information please visit www.parkviewartsaction.com
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The Ekaterina Cultural Foundation was founded in 2002 by Ekaterina and Vladimir 
Semenikhin, who are major collectors of early 20th century Russian art. The foundation is 
focused on several areas of activity including exhibitions and publishing, contemporary art 
collections and cultural and educational projects.  The foundation is especially interested 
in projects devoted to Russian art from the second half of the 20th century.  Importantly, it 
provides the public with access to Russian and international contemporary art. The 
foundation actively cooperates with state museums, art centres and other foundations, 
both in Russia and abroad.

In 2007 The Foundation opened its exhibition space in Moscow a few minutes’ walk from 
Red Square. The Gallery’s art collections include: Russian Art from the 18th – 19th 
centuries, The Knave of Diamonds, Russian Avant-Garde and Contemporary Western Art.
The foundation is participating in projects which foster modern Russian art and preserve 
the Russian cultural heritage in its various forms including the art landscape, architecture, 
folk arts and crafts.

The past projects with foreign museums and arts centres involved collaborations with, 
amongst others, The National Museum of Monaco, Foundation Cartier, History of Arts 
Museum in Vienna, V&A London, Paris-Beijing Gallery and Cultures France. 

For more information please visit www.ekaterina-foundation.ru 
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WildAid is an international non-governmental organisation (NGO) whose mission is to end 
the illegal wildlife trade in our lifetimes. WildAid views the illegal wildlife trade 
fundamentally as a matter of economics - of supply and demand. They operate six 
different programs focusing on elephants, rhinos, sharks, manta, tigers and climate 
change.

WildAid is the only organisation to focus on reducing the demand for wildlife products 
with the strong and simple message: when the buying stops, the killing can too. WildAid 
works with Asian and Western celebrities and business leaders to dissuade people from 
purchasing wildlife products via public service announcements and educational 
initiatives, reaching up to approximately one billion people per week in China alone.

WildAid works to measurably raise awareness and concern about the impact of the 
consumption of shark fin soup on shark populations and marine biodiversity.

In partnership with media networks in China, WildAid broadcasts its “Say No to Shark Fin” 
campaign messages via TV and other media outlets, including video boards in subway 
and train stations, airports, and university campuses. WildAid produced many high quality 
TV PSAs on shark fin for China with its celebrity ambassadors Yao Ming and others, 
including prominent Chinese CEOs. The latest campaign features several new PSAs 
including sports icon David Beckham, actor and director Jiang Wen, actress Maggie Q, 
and NBA basketball star Jeremy Lin.

WildAid’s campaigns, in combination with government bans at official events, have 
contributed to a reported 50% decrease in China’s shark fin consumption. 

In the upcoming year WildAid will continue its work with governments in consuming 
nations, increase restaurant and hotel partnerships, and recruit more ambassadors for 
additional media outreach. WildAid also recently expanded its reach through a merger 
with Shark Savers to work closely with the diving community on a global scale.

For more information please visit www.wildaid.org
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WANG LUYAN
This piece is a mass installation of stainless buoys floating above the water, with weights 
pressing down on the waves. These conflicting forces illustrate the battle between man’s 
greed and the need to control this greed.  Mankind’s complex relationship with nature is 
evoked by these opposing pressures.

Born in 1959, Wang Luyan is one of China’s leading conceptual artists. He was a founding
member of the avant-garde group Stars exploring political artistic experimentation as a 
result of the Cultural Revolution in the late 1970’s, and was deeply involved in the New 
Measurement Group, a three-member initiative of conceptual artists that existed from 1988 
-1995. His works have been presented in collective and solo exhibitions in China and 
internationally. 

Downward Force on Upward Moving Objects
834 x 258 x 379 cm

Lacquer, Stainless Steel, Regular Steel
2015
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BELI
This small sculpture is marked with a deep cut on its upper part. At 34kg, the sculpture 
not only underlines the threats looming over the survival of sharks but also highlights 
their fragility. Its physical delicacy denounces shark fishing.  Made of bronze, a noble 
and strong material, the work’s surface has a green-blue patina. Its multiple hollows and 
waves are reminiscent of the ocean. 

Beli is a contemporary artist of Celtic origin, who is originally from Florence, but now 
based in Monaco. Since childhood, Beli has been keen on painting and drawing. 
Between 1991 and 1995, she studied at the Corcoran Art School in Washington DC and 
at the Glassell Art School in Houston, Texas. In the last 20 years her work has consisted of 
watercolors, charcoal and oil. Thanks to Mateo Mornar, who is now her collaborator, Beli 
has explored and studied carving as another form of artistic expression. 

With a personal interest and involvement in the protection of the oceans, and more 
particularly of sharks, Beli has utilised her work to eradicate the stereotypical reputation 
that depicts sharks as bloodthirsty killers. In December 2013, and January 2014, Beli 
launched her shark exhibition at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco. Her paintings 
depicting the harmony between man and animals were very well received.

Aileron
67 x 65 x 20 cm

Copper
2013
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ZHENG LU
Externally, this sculpture forms a large human heart, made from over ten thousand fishing 
hooks. The metal hooks are all pointing inwards, so the surface of the heart looks smooth 
and polished. The glossy exterior of the heart provides a stark contrast to its jagged, 
hazardous interior.

Born in 1978 in Chi Feng, Inner Mongolia, Zheng Lu graduated from the sculpture 
department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 2007. He belongs to the 
generation of young Chinese artists that witnessed the rapid economic, social and 
cultural changes in China due to the opening of China after the economic reform. Zheng 
Lu combines aspects of Chinese traditional philosophy and culture with Western 
influences. In addition to China, his works have been exhibited in France and the USA.  

Tomb of Honor
110 x 90 x 70 cm, 95 x 75 x 50 cm, 

135 x105 x 70 cm, 126 x 115 x 80cm
 Alloy Steel

2015
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XIA HANG
The artwork uses mechanical stainless steel parts to create a shark shaped sculpture. 
The various symbols and components of the work show the death and slaughter of sharks. 
The work also depicts the death of the human soul, as described in his poem:

Born in 1978 in the Northeast region of China, Xia Hang graduated in 2009 from the 
sculpture department of Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts. His works, made of polished 
stainless steel, can be assembled and disassembled, exploring multiple configurations 
and possibilities of form and meaning.

3 meters of shell

4 tons of metal

7 degrees of death

On a August morning, maybe not morning

Because of the earth

We are bound for progress

But the soul has died along the way

Reincarnate, reincarnate

Killing to stop killing

Little Boy
513.8 x 163.8 x 60 cm

Stainless Steel
2015
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FAN XUEYI
Fan Xueyi believes we are all part of nature and cannot be separated from it. I am part of you 
uses language to build vivid imagery and evoke an emotional response in the reader. The 
poem illustrates the complex relationship between humans and sharks, serving as a reminder 
of the consequences of human actions in relation to nature. 

Fan Xueyi was born in 1969 in Heilongjiang Province. In 2001 she published her collection of 
poetry ‘Childhood River’. Xueyi lives and works in Beijing as a poet, painter and the art director
of XYZ Gallery and Season Pier Art Space. Her work is in private collections in China and 
internationally.

I am part of you

Despair or sorrow

I am with you

So long

The sea shore

So lone

The darkness

And you 

On the land like the stars

Take me to the depth of the sea

Seek the sky

I am part of you

I am part of you
Poem
2014
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FAN XIAOYAN
This sculpture is made out of one piece of metal. A whirlpool of yellow eels wrap around 
the body of a shark. Other metal pieces show the protective arms of jellyfish covering the 
shark. The shark itself is completely covered apart from its tail. The artwork was created in 
an attempt to encourage conservation. The human race is powerful – if they take action to 
protect the environment, it will increase the chance of survival for endangered species.   

Fan Xiaoyan was born in 1983 in Gaomi, Shandong Province. She graduated in 2008 from 
the Sculpture Department of the Central Academy of Fine Arts, BFA. She currently works 
and lives in Beijing. She has exhibited in many countries including France, Monaco and 
Switzerland. She has been involved with On Sharks & Humanity since 2013.  

Double Protection
120 x150 x 190 cm

Stainless Steel, Bronze
2015
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YOU JIN
The painting has a distorted sense of time and space. It shows nature being invaded by 
twisted dimensions. The dramatic lines and bright colours of the painting threaten the 
shark with death and extinction. 

You Jin was born in 1979 in Shenyang, China and graduated from Lu Xun Fine Art 
Academy in Visual Design. He currently resides in Beijing. You Jin’s chaotic art is 
characterised by colour, light and lines contrasting with a precise, mechanical technique. 
The contrast between chaos and order weakens the traditional pictorial expression of 
his works. The formation of Jin’s artistic language as chaotic code is related to man’s 
progress. It serves as a reminder of the positive and negative effects of development and 
progress.

Degree of Killing
200 x 260 cm
Oil on Canvas

2015
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NA WEI
The moment a painting is created depends on the moment color touches the canvas. 
How the color is added onto the canvas has its own particular emotional meaning. The 
first moment that life interacts with society is the moment that a person exits the mother’s 
womb. When an artwork is viewed as a life force, the moment that color is squeezed out of 
the tube becomes significant.  Squeeze means to apply pressure for a substance to come 
out. This can be a metaphor for life, as all men are constantly being squeezed by time, 
space and competition.  Being squeezed is a life experience.

Na Wei was born in 1982 in Liaoning Province and graduated in 2009 from the oil 
painting department of Lu Xun Fine Art Academy.  Born in the one-child policy era of 
modern China, Na Wei applies his unique sense of observation and refined techniques to 
create visually stunning and reflective works. 

Shark Being Squeezed
200 x 300 cm
Oil on Canvas

2015
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WANG GUOFENG
The artwork takes images from various shark-related videos to create a harmonious, 
visual montage. The source elements include:  divers swimming with sharks, academic 
biological analysis, religious legends, overfishing, sharks attacking humans, the merciless 
slaughter of sharks, shark fin consumption and the shark fin trade, and brave workers 
returning beached sharks to the ocean. The single frames from these sources create a 
sequence; an abstract but readable visual. The work becomes a shimmering ocean 
scene. It asks the audience to reflect on man’s relationship with nature and to consider 
how the overfishing of sharks impacts the marine ecosystem – and what disastrous results 
may come. 

Wang Guofeng is an independent artist who was born in 1967 in Liaoning, China. He 
graduated from the Inner Mongolia Normal University in 1991 and the Chinese Painting 
Department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in 1998. He has exhibited in many 
international countries including North Korea, Russia, Italy, Switzerland and Germany.  
He works and lives in Beijing.

Shiver
300 x 600 cm

Digital Print on Acrylic Aluminium
2015
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ZOU LIANG
Exploring the possibility of harmony between humans, sharks and sea life, this sculpture
of a great white shark provides a positive contrast to other works in the exhibition. Steel 
silhouettes of ocean creatures such as crabs, jellyfish, tuna and sea snails form the 
structure of the shark. On its back are the figures of two small children, illustrating the 
idea that humans are not a part of the sharks’ natural food chain and that sharks are not 
humans’ natural enemies. The hollow shark structure, made from highly polished stainless 
steel, contains a bright light, casting a complex shadow onto the surrounding walls, like a 
vast shoal of fish. The image of the children on the shark’s back adds to the harmony and 
tranquility of the work.

Born in 1979 in the Northeast region of China, Zou Liang graduated from the sculpture 
department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2008. His sculptures frequently attempt 
to explore the existential conditions of life, reflecting the artist’s individuality in relation to 
history and modernism. 

Swimming
366 x 162 x 245 cm

Medium: Stainless Steel 
2013
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GAO XIAOWU
This sculptural depiction of a shark transforming into an extravagantly ornamental goldfish 
illustrates the human tendency to work against nature. The title refers to rebirth and 
metamorphosis, alluding to the transformation of society through industrialisation and 
technology that the artist sees as artificial, an evolution against nature. 

Born in 1976 in Sanming, Fujian province in Southern China, Gao Xiaowu graduated from 
the sculpture department of Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 2004. His 
sculptures often explore the new challenges faced by ordinary people in 
contemporary Chinese cities though humour and satire.  

Evolution
328 x 183 x 179 cm

Stainless Steel 
2013
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The body and the shark
6 minutes 40 seconds 
Performance Art / Film

2000

WENG FEN
This performance depicts the artist in a 10 cubic metre water tank with two sharks. The 
film evokes the tension and vulnerability between man and shark. But here the sharks 
ignore the human presence, suggesting that perhaps shark and man can exist in 
harmony, and this tension is in fact imagined. The performance illustrates the direct 
connection between the human body and nature, and our ability to learn through physical 
experience. 

Born in 1961, Weng Fen is a native of Hainan province in China and currently teaches at 
the Hainan University Fine Arts School in Haikou. He has been an active contemporary 
performance artist since 1997. He has contributed to more than 50 exhibitions in China 
and overseas, generating an international reputation. He continues to create works 
relating to man, nature and urbanisation. 
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Beach Chair Under Water
195 x 294.5 cm

Oil on Canvas
2005

VLADIMIR EFIMOVICH DUBOSARSKY &
ALEKSANDR ALEKSANDROVICH 
VINOGRADOV
The beach chair is an object of mass consumerism, a typical thing of countryside 
coziness, which protects people from the sun on a hot summer day. This one is under 
water. The grey walls suggest that the chair is in a swimming pool, yet the presence of 
fish implies it could be in the sea. The incongruity of the chair under water creates an 
uncertain, troubled atmosphere. The work is a piece of pop art, or perhaps social art, if we 
consider the artist’s previous work. Underlying this painting is a sense of worry, an image 
of decay and questions about the value of modern culture.

Vladimir Efimovich Dubossarsky was born in 1964 in Moscow. He was a student of the 
Moscow Art College from 1980 to 1984. He also studied at Surikov Moscow State Art 
University from 1988 to 1991. He has been a member of MOSH since 1994.

Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Vinogradov was born in 1963 in Moscow. He was a student of 
Moscow Art College from 1980  to 1984, and later of Surikov Moscow State Art University 
from 1989 to 1995. He lives and works in Moscow. 

Dubossarsky-Vinogradov incorporate elements of social realism into their work, whilst 
evoking the genre of monumental thematic painting.  The artistic duo consider the 
language of painting as text, which is a view similar to other artists of realism. However, 
unlike their predecessors, they make this language accessible to viewers. Their subjects 
include naked female tractor drivers, Helmut Kohl at a young German couple’s wedding, 
Yeltsin and Lebed, Stallone painting Schwarzenegger and virtual dreams in the spirit of 
social realism. Through their work, they reveal the modern way of thinking with all its 
paradoxical twists.
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DMITRY PETROVICH PLAVINSKY
The work was created during the artist’s American period. His artistic language is 
romantic and textured; he often works in collages. The painting combines intricate, 
hyper-realistic Surrealism with Orthodox Church imagery. ‘Manhattan – shark’ is a work 
from a series titled Apocalypse On The 11th of September, which reflects the artist’s 
thoughts after the New York tragedy. The artist himself sees his art as ‘structural 
symbolism,’ in which an integral image of the world splits into a sequence of symbolic 
images, wrapped in time.

Petrovich is a Russian artist, who works in a range of media including graphic arts. He’s 
from the generation of 1960s nonconformists, who represented non-official art. He was 
born in Moscow in 1937, and was a student of the theatre department of Moscow Art 
College from 1951 to 1956. He was one of the best artists in the non-official Moscow art 
group. From the 1960 to 70s he was a member of ‘Twenty,’ a group of Moscow artists 
who were avant-gardists. Dmitriy Plavinskiy was one of the founders and leaders of the 
‘non-conformism’ art movement in Russia. From 1991 till 2004 the artist lived and worked 
in New York USA. In 2004 he returned to Moscow where he passed away in 2012.

Manhattan – Shark
266 x 106 cm

Mixed Media on Canvas
2003
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LI HUI
The power of the tsunami, and wrath of nature are explored through the sense of 
fragmentation and destructive energy that emanates from this sculpture. A harpoon 
pierces the mirrored surface, suggesting the weapon was shot from the launcher already 
installed on the terrace of the museum, creating a powerful dialogue between the work 
and the 
museum’s historical marine context. In a dramatic illustration of humanity’s destructive 
power, the visitor is confronted with their own image in the broken mirrored surface, 
forcing us to question our desire to dominate nature.  

Born in 1977 in Beijing, Li Hui graduated in 2003 from Central Academy of Fine Arts. His 
sculptural works explore the physical properties of materials and the relationship between 
material and form, often challenging the influence of modern technology on the human 
mind. In recent years the artist has captured the attention of international critics. 

Tsunami - shark
200 x 100 x 240 cm

Mirror finished stainless steel
2014
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MARK LEONG
Covering Asia’s multi-billion dollar wildlife trade for National Geographic, I travelled to 
ten different countries over a three year period. I photographed bears pumped for bile in 
Hanoi, pythons skinned in Sumatra, tigers farmed in Guilin and orangutans orphaned in 
Borneo.  Of all the animals I saw on this assignment, though, I had only ever consumed 
one – shark. 

Growing up as an American-Chinese kid near San Francisco, I attended a number of 
Chinatown wedding banquets, and they all served shark’s fin soup. Then, my aunts and 
uncles told me to finish my soup because the fins were expensive. Today, I tell my 
children not to eat the soup because sharks are valuable.

This exhibition is not about past guilt. Nor is it intended to point fingers at tradition or 
people who earn their livelihood in the fining industry. No, this is about improving our 
future by modifying our own behavior now. You don’t have to be a lover of sea creatures 
to understand that decimating shark populations is putting our planet out of balance. You 
don’t have to be an economist to see that if we consumers stop demanding, the suppliers 
will stop killing.

Mark Leong is a fifth-generation American-Chinese from Sunnyvale, California. After 
graduating from Harvard University in 1988, he was awarded a George Peabody Gardner
Travelling Fellowship to spend a year taking pictures in his ancestral homeland. In 1992, 
he again visited China as an artist-in-residence at the Central Academy of Fine Art in 
Beijing, sponsored by a fellowship from the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Foundation. 
In 2003, Leong joined the Redux Pictures photo agency.  His book China Obscura was 
published in 2004.  In addition to National Geographic, his photographs have appeared 
in TIME, Fortune, The New York Times Magazine, Smithsonian, The New Yorker, GQ and 
Stern. His work has been recognized with awards from the National Endowment for the 
Arts, Fifty Crows, and the Overseas Press Club. In 2010 he was named the Veolia Wildlife 
Photojournalist of the Year for his regional coverage of the Asian wildlife trade.

Asia’s  Wildlife Trade
100 x 80 cm
Photography
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LIU ZINING
The eye is a common part of animals and humans, a channel through which both are 
thought to express their interior worlds. Here oversized shark eyes gaze at the viewer as 
the viewer stares back at them, expressing a mutual exchange and leveling of the 
customary hierarchy of human over animal. Magnified, every fleck of colour and shadow 
is depicted in vivid detail, and the viewer’s image is reflected in the shiny surface, placing 
them at the centre of the work. The indignant and sorrowful expression in the shark’s eye 
is intended to provoke us to consider the effects of our violent attitude towards sharks, 
humanising the animal’s emotions and encouraging us to view them as more than a violent 
predator.   

Born in the Northeaster region of China in 1983, Liu Zining graduated from Lu Xun 
Academy of Fine Arts in 2006. His artistic style is expressed though the use of colour and 
perspective to explore visual power. He is currently emerging as one of China’s most 
significant contemporary painters. 

Us
Board, propylene, silk mesh, transparent acrylic

2013- 2014
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YU YANG
Composed of fishing harpoons, the weapons used in the capture and killing of sharks, the 
twisted form of a shark suggests struggle and suffering. The interwoven mesh of harpoons
describes the shark’s form and at the same time the destruction of the creature’s body. 
Strings from a fishing net hanging above hint at the danger of capture. 

Born in 1979 in Inner Mongolia, Yu Yang graduated from Lu Xun Fine Arts Institute in 2001 
and is currently living and working in Beijing. His artistic practice straddles both art and 
design, combining traditional Chinese references with contemporary themes. His work 
has been exhibited widely in China and internationally. 

Enlightenment
Coloured stainless steel 

2013
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ANDREY FILIPPOV
This work fully shows the artist’s language: symbolism, complexity, and metaphor, 
religious narrative and social criticism. The stairs made of seven bones are a metaphor for 
a journey filled with obstacles. The seven bones are like seven sins which need to be 
overcome on the journey. At the same time, the stairs are a critique of the social conditions
in the 1990s. The material of the stairs, the bones themselves, are fundamental materials, 
the foundations. One must feel the bones under one’s feet to achieve a goal. In the context
of 1990, this goal is political power. However, the humble name of the painting shows a 
dislike for the modern political system.

Canine Joy
332 x18 x 80 cm

Mixed Media
2005
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The book on skates is a metaphor for the movement of thoughts and images. The book 
represents art and meaning. ‘Metaphor,’ translated from the Greek language, means 
‘transportation.’ A metaphor is a movement.

Untitled
9.7 x 15.5 x 25 cm

Mixed Media
1989-2004

Andrey was born in 1959 in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky. As a Russian artist, he was one 
of leaders of the younger “Moscow conceptualists.” In 1981 he graduated from the stage 
department of the theatre school MHAT. From 1982 to 1984 he worked for the APTART 
gallery. At the end of the 1980s, Filippov’s works of realism travelled abroad. They were 
exhibited overseas when the ban on exhibiting Russian art aborad was first lifted. His 
emblem installations became symbols of independent art from the USSR. When 
Perestroika began, the artist organised ‘the Club of avant-gardists’ (KLAVA), which was 
the first organisation of new, free Russian art. From the 1990 to 2000s, Filippov was a 
curator of the Club’s exhibitions that brought together Moscow conceptualists from 
different generations. Since 2008 he has been a member of the “Kupidon” group. 
He lives and works in Moscow.
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